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Description Description 2021 Heartland Bighorn 3995FK, Heartland Bighorn fifth wheel
3995FK highlights: Front Kitchen Breakfast Bar Large Pantry Middle Living Area
Residential Refrigerator Rear Bedroom You will be amazed at all this fifth wheel
has to offer! From the front raised kitchen with lots of counter space, the large,
deep pantry, and breakfast bar counter with two bar stools overlooking the living
and dining area to the spacious rear bedroom. The living area has a flip and fold
sleeper sofa for you to take an afternoon nap on or relax at the power theater
seating while others play card games at the standard dinette slide which can be
switched out for the optional sofa. After a fun-filled day outdoors, head to the full
bathroom and take a nice, hot shower in the shower with a teak seat. The rear
private bedroom welcomes you to a good night's rest on the king bed slide, and if
you choose to add the optional washer and dryer then you can have clean clothes
throughout your entire trip! Every Heartland Bighorn fifth wheel will hold up to
their reputation as an affordable yet sturdy RV! Each is built with a double-welded
aircraft quality aluminum superstructure cage construction, in-house constructed
laminated fiberglass sidewalls and 3" vacuum bonded laminated main and upper
deck floors, plus seamless corrugated underbelly material. More construction
features include the 6-point hydraulic landing gear and auto leveling system,
color-coded Plumb-PLEX water lines, a heated and enclosed underbelly plus
wrapped and insulated residential style heating ductwork to travel all year long.
The interior offers spa baths with solid surface sinks, a marble-look shower, a
removable shower head and a teak wood seat, plus 100% maple hardwood
cabinetry and fascia, dual panoramic windows in the main slide, vinyl flooring on
all main floors and woven flooring on slide floors, and residential features
throughout. Sleeps 5 Slideouts 5

0 mi
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2021 Heartland Bighorn 3995FK $62,987
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 0SR582
VIN Number: 5SFBG4423ME440582
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 2540 W County Road 48, 33513, Bushnell, Florida, United States
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